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Brian Henderson dvd
by terri

Does anyone know of the Brian Hendersons Bandstand Presents Dusty Springfield? I would like to know what is
included and how I can buy it. Thanks! 

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by Frans

Hi, Terri

here's a list of songs:

1. Introduction
2. You don’t have to say you love me
3. I only want to be with you
4. All I see is you
5. Little by little
6. Take me as I am (Freddie Paris)
7. Smack dab in the middle (Freddie Paris)
8. Anything you can do (with Freddie Paris)
9. My colouring book
10. Twenty-four hours from Tulsa
11. Interview
12. Stay awhile
13. What’s new pussycat (John Sangster)
14. Michelle (John Sangster)
15. Manha de Carnaval (with John Sangster)
16. Wishing and hoping
17. In the middle of nowhere
18. I just don’t know what to do with myself
19. What’s it gonna be
20. End credits
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Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by terri

Ah Looks great- Any idea where I might get a copy? Thanks for the info my friend!

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by Frans

If you want the original of this dvd, you should contact Paul Howes. I'm sure if you google Dusty Springfield
Bulletin, you'll come up with an email address where you can order your copy.

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by st louis blues

I was at a record show a few weeks ago and picked up a few Dusty related items. One was a dvd of Brian
Henderson's Bandstand 1965. From what I've read on this forum Paul Howes sold a dvd of this through the DSB,
correct? The dvd I bought had ten tracks on it starting with the duet with Freddie Paris. I don't think it's the
same dvd that I saw on another post here because that one had I believe 20 tracks. The reason I mention my
dvd is because for the first time I was able to view her performance of Manha de Carnaval. Now I no next to
nothing about Latin music, but she seemed to really be enjoying singing it. The first thing that came to mind
was how seductive and soothing this performance was. It really is amazing to hear her sing so many styles of
music. The more I explore her catalog the more in awe I am. I just can't think of another singer who could pull
of so many stlyles so well. I have seen some of the bandstand clips from the Reeling in the Years dvd, but it
was cool to see these other clips as well. 

I also noticed something with the Freddie Paris duet. I've heard Petula Clark got into some trouble with her
interaction with Harry Belefonte during a U.S tv show. Didn't she hold his hand or give him a peck on the cheek
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or something like that? I was just wondering if you think Dusty would have came under fire for her
performance with Freddie if it had been shown here in the states. I just thought I'd throw that out there and
see what you guys think.

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by IWannaBeABluesSinger

Dusty was the greatest interpreter and performer of popular music, popular meaning anything but opera, who
ever lived. No one before or since has mastered as many genres, at least ten, and could sing them all so
perfectly. I don't mean she was the definitive singer in all those genres, but she mastered them when most
singers are able to do, at most, two or three.

As for the interracial issue, Petula got in trouble for TOUCHING Harry Belafonte's arm during a ballad they
were singing on her musical special. When it aired it was immediately twisted around during public debates
that HE touched her (the lynch-mob mentality at work). Petula, and her French husband who produced the
show, were incredulous at the controversy. 

That said, the Freddie Paris duet would never have been shown on American TV in the sixties. Period.

Maggie

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by Beautiful soul

Dustybulletin@aol.com to reach Paul Howes. I ordered mine from him a year or so ago. He also has a website
called Zone records.

Dusty's performance of "carnival" was so beautiful, it's why I wished she had done a Latin influenced album.
Many artists, including Peggy Lee and Sarah Vaughan, did them at that time. If only she had recorded
"meditation" ,that way! I would have died of pleasure.

I agree with Maggie, she was a master of many genres, and no, I don't think they would have shown that here
at that time. 
Our loss.

Re: Brian Henderson dvd
by Britpop

I could not agree more with your take on Dusty'S many styles....'IwannabeaBluesSinger'. She was the complete
package. I don't like making comparisons with other female singers ie Streisand (I have a friend who just
adores her) and we get into arguments sometimes about who is the better singer. While not disputing the fact
that Streisand is a legend, for me Dusty is quite simply the best ever. When I listen to her recordings from the
60,s it is unfathomable to me why, she is not given the credit she deserves for all the many styles of music she
was capable of singing. I am so grateful to be able to appreciate this beautiful gift. Thanks Dusty.
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st louis blues wrote:
... It really is amazing to hear her sing so many styles of music. The more I explore her catalog the
more in awe I am. I just can't think of another singer who could pull of so many stlyles so well. I
have seen some of the bandstand clips from the Reeling in the Years dvd, but it was cool to see
these other clips as well. 

I also noticed something with the Freddie Paris duet. I've heard Petula Clark got into some trouble
with her interaction with Harry Belefonte during a U.S tv show. Didn't she hold his hand or give him
a peck on the cheek or something like that? I was just wondering if you think Dusty would have
came under fire for her performance with Freddie if it had been shown here in the states. I just
thought I'd throw that out there and see what you guys think.
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